Opposing Force 3: Hans Hagen

No one listens when teenagers claim to see a Tiger tank prowling the countryside, or when a
veteran pilot of the Czech Republic says a Luftwaffe fighter shot him from the sky. But when
the Russians send their elite Titan detachment to investigate, the American government takes
notice. Fresh off a mission deep inside Chinese territory, Thom Gant and elements of Task
Force Archangel are sent to find out why the Russians have such interest in the local legend of
Hans Hagen, the phantom of a German soldier rumored to haunt a quarry near Prague. Soon
the group is thrust into a historical fantasy and ghosts stir to life; ghost from the past, from
inside, and from beyond. Opposing Force 3: Hans Hagen continues the story of Special
Forces unit Archangel tasked with facing unconventional threats. As Major Gant and his team
find out, dealing with zombies and fallen extraterrestrials is easy compared to facing the
demons hidden inside each of us. Join the Anthony DeCosmo (author) Facebook page for
news and updates regarding future releases and new projects.
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